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Addendum 
Volume 34, Number 3 (1990), in the article "Quadratic Extensions of 
Number Fields with Elementary Abelian 2-Prim K2(OF) of Smallest Rank," 
by Ruth I. Berger, pages 284-292: An important reference to an earlier 
paper by G. Gras [1 ] is missing. My paper examines number fields such 
that the 2-primary subgroup of the Milnor K-group of its ring of integers 
is of minimal rank. These number fields are a special case of the regular 
fields introduced in [1 ]. Therefore Gras's theorems yield results that are 
very similar to some of mine. Since I was dealing with a more restricted 
case, I could use more elementary methods. Gras's proofs hold in full 
generality, but in [ 1 ] he assumed the validity of the Leopoldt Conjecture. 
After my paper was submitted, Gras and Jaulent [2] published a paper in 
which that restriction was lifted. 
My dissertation did have El ] in the bibliography, but when rewriting it 
for publication I omitted it since I did not use any of Gras's results or 
methods of proof. I apologize for not giving a reference to Gras's work in 
my paper. 
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